Geometrical Nonlinear Analysis for Multi-Parameters of Four Tower Cable-Stayed Bridge Based on The Bar Element Model
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Abstract— Based on the nonlinear theory of cable-stayed bridge, nonlinear effects- cable sag, beam column effect, large displacement are calculated accurately using element geometric stiffness matrix, CR formulation, bar unit, Ernst formula and the catenary equation. Nonlinear analysis is applied on the study of cable force, the stress in main girder, pylon stress and tower deviation of the four towers cable-stayed bridge. The calculation results considering nonlinear effect is compared with which nonlinear effect is not considered under completion state. Results show that the geometric nonlinearity effect on the cable force is 0.09 ~ 1.04%; the effect on cumulative vertical displacement is -5 ~ 5mm; the effect on the lower edge stress of main girder is 0.5 ~ 1.5%; the effects on the higher edge stress of main girder is 0 ~ 0.5%. The effect on the lower edge stress of girder is significantly higher than the upper edge. The effect on the stress of tower is -0.1 ~ 0.1MPa; the effect on horizontal deviation difference at the top of tower is 1.4%~3.1%. Results show that the geometric nonlinearity has a certain effect on the state of bridge, the effects of geometric nonlinearity should be considered in design and construction control calculation.
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I. GEOMETRICAL NONLINEAR THEORY FOR CABLE-STAYED BRIDGE

There are three aspects of geometric nonlinearity [1-5]: (1) Cable sag; (2) beams effect; (3) large displacement. Considering the geometrical nonlinear problems on bridge, the treatment of the three nonlinear factors is discussed as following.

A. Nonlinear Effects Generated by Cable Sag

Axial stiffness of stay cables change with sag, in turn sag depends on the tension of stay cable, there is a clear nonlinearity between tension and distortion of stay cable [4, 5]. If nonlinearity is considered, stiffness can be described by equivalent elastic modulus and equivalent elastic modulus of stay cable can be described as following (Ernst formula):

\[ E_{eq} = \frac{E_0}{1 + [(\gamma l)^2 / 12 \sigma^2]} E_0 \] (1)

Where \( E_{eq} \) is equivalent elastic modulus, \( E_0 \) is the elastic modulus of cable, \( \sigma \) is the tensile stress, \( l \) is the length of stay cable, \( \gamma \) is the weight of per unit length of stay cable.

B. Beam-Column Coupling Effect [4-12]

Under the tension of cable, main girders, towers and other components receive bending moments and axial force action simultaneously. Under this situation, the material that satisfies Hooke's Law also presents non-linear characteristics. Lateral deflection of the component under axial force can cause additional moment and, in turn, the moment has effect on the size of the axial stiffness. The method based on the finite element discretization and used to handle beam-column coupling effect nonlinearity of cable-stayed bridge is stabilizing Function.

The stabilizing function of axial rod is [4]:

\[ S_1 = \frac{u^3 \sinh u}{12(2 - \cosh u + u \sinh u)} = \frac{u^3 \sinh u}{12R} \] (2)

\[ S_2 = \frac{u^3(\cosh u - 1)}{6(2 - \cosh u + u \sinh u)} = \frac{u^3(\cosh u - 1)}{6R} \] (3)

\[ S_3 = \frac{u(u \cosh u - \sinh u)}{4(2 - \cosh u + u \sinh u)} = \frac{u(u \cosh u - \sinh u)}{4R} \] (4)

\[ S_4 = \frac{u(u \sinh u - u)}{2(2 - \cosh u + u \sinh u)} = \frac{u(u \sinh u - u)}{2R} \] (5)
where, $S_{1.5}$ is stabilizing function, $u = l \sqrt{F / EI}$

F is the axial force, EI is flexural rigidity of the component, I is the length of the cable, A is cross-section of cable.

$$R_i = 2 - \cos hu + u \sin hu$$

(7)

$$R_{in} = u \times (M_i + M_j) \times (\cosh u + u \cosh^2 u)$$

$$- 2(M_i + M_j)^2 + M_i M_j \times (1 + u \cosh u) \times 2u \cos eu$$

(8)

$M_i, M_j$ is the moment of rod end.

C. Large Deformation Effect

The geometry position of the superstructure of cable-stayed bridge changes significantly under normal loads, and the coordinates of a structural node changes significantly. The length, angle and other geometrical characteristics of each unit also change significantly, so, the balance equation present nonlinear relationship.

In this case, load and displacement is no longer a linear relationship, and there is no longer a proportional relationship exists between the internal forces and external load, thus additional stress which is not proportional to load increment is caused. Additional stress can be calculated using successive approximation method [4, 5, 15, 16].

II. NUMERICAL SOLUTION FOR GEOMETRIC NONLINEARITY

Considering that geometry nonlinear finite element equation is the equilibrium equations which based on configuration caused by structure deformation, and the structural stiffness matrix is a function of the demand displacement, so, only successive approximation numerical method can be used.

Numerical methods currently used are: load increment method, iterative method and mixing [12-14], load increment method and mixing method with drag coordinates is highlights here.

A. Load Increment Method

Load incremental approach is the method that put the nonlinear cable into transient linear segments. Equivalent static equilibrium equations and the displacement calculation formula of the i increment process is described as follows:

$$[K]_i \{\Delta \delta\}_{i+1} = \{\Delta P\}_i$$

$$\{\delta\}_{i+1} = \{\delta\}_i + \{\Delta \delta\}_{i+1}$$

(9)

where, $[K]_i$ is a starting structural rigidity of the i-class load increment. $\{\Delta \delta\}_{i+1}$ is the beginning end nodal displacements of i-class load.

B. Mixing Method with Drag Coordinates[4]

"Drag the coordinate system" based on U.L. also known as CR formation can be used to solve the geometric nonlinear problem caused by large displacement effects. Single rigid of the deformed component can be describe by $[K'_i]$, if $[K, \{\delta\}] = [K, \{\delta\}]^t$ ( $\delta$ is displacement), the nodal force $\{F\}$ can be describe by nodal displacement: $\{F\} = [K'] \{\delta\}$, and the force action on node by deformed unit is:

$$\{F\} = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \{F\}^t$$

(10)

$$\{\Delta F\} = \{F\} + \{F\} = \{F\} - \sum_{i=1}^{n} \{F\}^t$$

(11)

The second approximation of the displacement can be calculated by acting the unbalance force on each node, and repeating the process until $\{\Delta F\} = 0$.

III. CALCULATION MODEL

Chishi Bridge is a large bridge which belonged to Rucheng to Chenzhou section of the Xiamen to Chengdu highway. The bridge is a four towers cable-stayed bridge with double cable planes. The spanning structure of which is 165m +3×380m +165m. Each tower of bridge is arranged 24 pairs of cable, the cable is arranged into fan-shaped in longitudinal direction [17-19].

The bridge is divided into 201 sections, and a section of the main girder is a single box with four rooms, which is 3.2m high in the center, is 27.5m width at the top of girder.

Plane linkage model is used for calculation, and computing grid is shown in Fig. 1. Conventional beam element is used to simulate the main beam and girder element, and cable-stayed cable is simulated by cable element.

Fig. 1. Computational grid of cable-stayed bridge.

The bridge is divided into 820 units and 553 nodes among which 1~228 are the elements of the main beam and 229~424 are cable units, 425~686 are the elements of the main tower. Concrete density of the tower is 26kN/m³, the secondary dead load is linear load which is 66.6 kN/m. The load of the
diaphragm of the main beam is acted in form of nodal or non-nodal. Typical geometric characteristics of girders are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>item</th>
<th>$A$ (m$^2$)</th>
<th>$I$ (m$^4$)</th>
<th>$W_{below}$ (m$^3$)</th>
<th>$W_{up}$ (m$^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>III section</td>
<td>22.333</td>
<td>29.066</td>
<td>16.369</td>
<td>20.408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV section</td>
<td>40.303</td>
<td>44.768</td>
<td>25.916</td>
<td>30.401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV section</td>
<td>42.599</td>
<td>45.533</td>
<td>26.500</td>
<td>30.728</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solid section</td>
<td>74.235</td>
<td>54.059</td>
<td>32.465</td>
<td>35.222</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CALCULATION UNDER DEAD LOAD STATE

A. Cable Force

Cable force caused by each tension of construction state and dead Load state is show in Fig. 2, 3.

Fig. 2. Cable force of 5# tower.

Fig. 3. Cable force of 6# tower.

B. Internal Force and Stress of Girder

The result of internal force and stress of girder is shown in Fig. 4, 5.

Fig. 4. Girder stresses under completion state.

Fig. 5. Axial force of girder under completion state.

C. Cumulative Displacement of Main Beam

Cumulative displacement for the main beam under dead load stage is shown in Fig. 6. Cumulative displacement for the left of the main beam under dead load is 259.4mm, on the other side is -263.6mm

Fig. 6. The cumulative vertical displacement of girder under dead load of completion state.

D. Stress and Internal force of Main Tower

(a) The sheer force of tower.

(b) The stress of tower.

Fig. 7. The calculation results of stress and internal force of tower 5 under dead load.
Stress, internal force of the fifth tower under dead load is shown in Fig. 7.

It is concluded that distribution of cable force under dead load is reasonable; the moments of the beam is small, the force act on the main beam is reasonable and bridge beam is safety.

V. ANALYSIS OF GEOMETRIC NONLINEARITY

The effect of Initial internal force on stiffness for the unit can be considered by introducing geometric stiffness matrix, when geometric nonlinearity is analysis.

The impact of nonlinearity on large displacement can be analysis by establishing equilibrium equation using CR formulation method.

The change of stiffness per unit for cable element caused by the cable sag can be approximated by rod unit and the sag effect can be approximated by equivalent modulus method through introducing Ernst formula in the linear calculation. In addition, sag effect can be calculated accurately using catenary equation in the nonlinear calculation.

A. The effects of Geometric Nonlinearity on Cable Force Under Dead Load

The effect of geometric nonlinearity on cable force under dead load for fifth tower is shown in Fig. 8. The difference of cable force is the value of which the force considering nonlinearity subtracts the linear force under dead load. The negative cable number indicates the left side and positive number indicates the right side.

B. The Effects of Geometric Nonlinearity on Vertical Cumulative Displacement Under Dead Load

The effects of geometric nonlinearity on vertical cumulative displacement under dead load are shown in Fig. 9. The difference of displacement is the value that the cumulative displacement considering nonlinearity subtracts the linear cumulative displacement under dead load.

C. The Effects of Geometric Nonlinearity on the Stress of Girder Under Dead Load

The effect of geometric nonlinearity on vertical cumulative displacement under dead load is shown in Fig. 10. The difference of stress is the value that the stress considering nonlinearity subtracts the linear stress under dead load.

D. The Effects of Geometric Nonlinearity on Stress and Deviation of Tower Under Dead Load

Fig. 11. The effect of geometrical nonlinearity on the stress of girder under completion state.
The effect of geometric nonlinearity on the stress of seventh and eighth tower under dead load is no longer listed list detail.

The effect difference percentage of geometric nonlinearity on deviation at the top of the fifth tower under dead load is 2.0% and it is 1.4% for the sixth tower, 3.1% for seventh tower, 2.1% for eighth tower.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTION

Geometric nonlinear effects are as follows according to the calculations above:

A. The cumulative displacement of the left side of main girder under dead load is 259.4mm and it is -263.6mm at right side.

B. The absolute value of the effect on cable force is 0.09~1.04%, the main range is 0.3~0.6%;

C. The effect range on cumulative displacement is -5~5mm.

D. The effect range for lower side of main girder is 0.5~1.5%, it locate at 1% mainly and the maxim is 1.7%. The effect range for up side of main girder is 0~0.5%, and the maxim is 1.4%. The effect on lower side of girder is larger than value of the up side obviously.

E. The effect on stress of tower is -0.1~0.1MPa.

The effect difference percentage of geometric nonlinearity on deviation at top of the fifth tower under dead load is 2.0% and it is 1.4% for the sixth tower, 3.1% for seventh tower, 2.1% for eighth tower.

Through the calculation analysis, geometric nonlinearity has some influence on the bridge, and it is recommended that nonlinear effects should be considered in design and calculation of construction control.
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